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Navigation through stimulus-laden and psychosocial environments requires the adaptive and integrative processing of a nearly infinite number of sensory inputs. Successful information processing requires efficiency at preattentive (automatic) levels of information processes in order to screen out or inhibit responses to redundant or irrelevant inputs and, reciprocally, to automatically allocate finite processing resources to novel and/or salient stimuli. Appropriate screening and further processing of information is dependent on an efficient balance with these core and automatic levels of processing; this process typically occurs outside of awareness with flexibility in crucial neural substrates that allows for conscious and near-conscious allocation of resources and responses toward potentially salient information. In this context, schizophrenia patients evidence abnormalities at automatic as well as controlled levels of sensory and higher-order cognitive information processes \[[@CR1]\]. An emerging view is that the commonly observed integrative higher-order cognitive deficits in schizophrenia that in turn contribute to psychosocial disability emerge, at least in part, from dysfunction in the coordination of neural activity at the preattentive and early attentive levels of information processing. Indeed, these early levels of sensory processing are viewed as very useful biomarkers of drug response and outcome. These core functions may relate to important demographic, clinical, neuropsychological, and functional outcome variables \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\] and thus provide a useful platform for exploring the underlying neural substrates and genetic architecture that support these functions \[[@CR4], [@CR5]••\].

Event-related potentials (ERPs) are temporally precise measures of information processing that are well-suited to separately measure the automatic and controlled components of cognition that are deficient in schizophrenia patients. The auditory oddball task is the prototypical experimental paradigm that is used to elicit automatic sensory-based components through attention-dependent and decision-related responses. In this paradigm, a sequence of frequently presented (eg, 90%) standard sounds are occasionally interrupted (eg, 10%) by deviant or "oddball" stimuli. Examples of these stimuli include sounds that differ from standard stimuli in their duration, pitch, or intensity. For nearly 50 years, the oddball paradigm has proven to be a very versatile tool in testing normal and deficient information processing because different features of the ERP waveform following standard and deviant stimuli yield important information. Depending on the stimulus and/or task parameters, a sequence of ERP components that vary in latency, amplitude, and scalp distribution are elicited. These components have been informative for revealing normal and abnormal information processing associated with underlying neural substrates (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Fig. 1Idealized event-related potential waveforms representing stages of information processing that shift from automatic to higher-order controlled processes. Note the logarithmic latency scale. These waveforms cannot be elicited from a single paradigm and are thus schematic representations. *MMN* mismatch negativity; *RON* reorienting of attention. (*Adapted from* Picton et al. \[[@CR45]\].)

Peaks in ERP average waveform (components) following repeated presentations of sensory stimuli index certain aspects of important progressive cascades of neural processes. These begin with early automatic sensory processes and proceed through controlled decision- and response-related processes, including the following: sensory registration (N1), automatic change detection (mismatch negativity \[MMN\]), the orienting or covert shift in attention (P3a), allocation of attention-dependent processes (P3b), and the reorienting of attention (RON) following salient or distracting stimuli (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The amplitude and latency of the respective peaks are often interpreted as estimating with millisecond-level precision the strength of the allocated processing resources and the time course of their allocation. The timing of the ERP peaks across latency ranges varies with many factors, including the individual's mental state, attentional demands, processing resources, and susceptibility to distraction by irrelevant stimuli. Moreover, the distribution of voltage over the scalp in high-density electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings, in conjunction with supplementary neuroimaging techniques, can be used to elucidate the neuroanatomic loci of these processes.

The employment of novel ERP paradigms, designed to carefully characterize the early spectrum of perceptual and cognitive information processing, has allowed investigators to identify the neurophysiologic representation of attentional dysfunction in schizophrenia and to examine the potential downstream neurocognitive, clinical, and functional factors associated with abnormalities in this early sensory and perceptual auditory information processing.

Mismatch Negativity {#Sec2}
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To measure controlled attention-dependent processes during an oddball paradigm, an active task is used in which a participant is instructed to pay attention to the stimulus stream and respond covertly or overtly to one stimulus while ignoring other standard or distracter stimuli. The participant is required to distinguish the infrequent target stimulus from the frequent standard stimulus by noting the occurrence of the target, typically by pressing a button or mentally counting. In contrast to the active oddball task, the passive version does not require a behavioral response from the participant. In this context, the individual's attention is often directed away from the sequence of standard and deviant tones toward another moderately demanding task, usually in a different modality (eg, the participant is instructed to read, watch a silent video, or even perform a difficult visual continuous performance task).

Passive oddball ERP paradigms allow investigators to interrogate the earliest stages of information processing free of attentional and motivational artifacts that may confound the assessment of some higher cognitive operations in clinical populations, including schizophrenia patients \[[@CR4]\]. In a classic auditory oddball paradigm, a duration-deviant stimulus elicits a modality-specific MMN peak 100 to 200 ms after the onset of a stimulus deviance \[[@CR6]\]. As MMN can be elicited even when participants do not attend to the stimuli, it is assumed to reflect a preattentive deviance detection process \[[@CR7]\]. MMN reflects an important process that automatically detects stimuli. Physiologically, the MMN is the first measurable brain response component that differentiates between standard and deviant auditory stimuli \[[@CR8]\], as no MMN component is elicited by the repeated standard stimuli.

Deficits in MMN generation represent a remarkably robust finding in schizophrenia. Several published reports of reduced MMN in schizophrenia patients have reported varying stimulation parameters (eg, pitch, duration, and intensity) and conditions \[[@CR9], [@CR10]•, [@CR11]\]. In a meta-analysis carried out by Umbricht and Krljes \[[@CR12]\], the mean effect size of the schizophrenia deficit was about 1.0 SD, a large deficit by common standards.

Many cross-sectional studies of MMN in healthy individuals indicate an age-related diminution of MMN \[[@CR13], [@CR14]\]. Importantly, our recent study of 250 schizophrenia patients and 150 nonpsychiatric comparison individuals demonstrated that schizophrenia patients still exhibit an approximately 1.0-SD effect size deficit across the adult age range \[[@CR10]•\]. Future studies, currently in progress with colleagues, will expand these results to the examination of neurophysiologic predictors of cognitive and health factors in geriatric schizophrenia patients and matched controls.

MMN deficits in schizophrenia patients are highly associated with patients' impairments in daily functioning, level of independence in their community-living situation, and functional outcome \[[@CR3], [@CR15]•, [@CR16]--[@CR19], [@CR20]•\]. Across studies, schizophrenia patients with more severe functional impairments had smaller (ie, less negative) MMNs than higher-functioning patients. Tone-duration MMN deficits in schizophrenia patients were highly associated (*r* = 0.65) with clinician ratings of global daily functioning in 25 chronic schizophrenia patients, and the MMN/function correlation had the same frontocentral topographic distribution as the MMN deficits in schizophrenia patients. That is*,* the scalp distribution of MMN deficits in schizophrenia patients across electrodes was strikingly similar to the topographic pattern of correlation between MMN amplitude and functional impairment within the schizophrenia patient group.

A related study of patients longitudinally assessed during a 15-month interval confirmed that the MMN deficits in schizophrenia were highly associated with ratings of functional status at both first (*r* = 0.63) and second (*r* = 0.68) test sessions, indicating that the MMN/function relationship is stable even across relatively long time intervals \[[@CR19]\]. While several studies have determined that attention-dependent neurocognitive tests are modestly associated with functioning in schizophrenia patients (eg, with correlations of *r* = 0.30 to *r* = 0.40, accounting for 9% to 16% of the variance), MMN deficits correlate with functioning up to *r* = 0.68, accounting for up to 46% of the variance in functional status \[[@CR3], [@CR19]\].

This association of MMN and functional deficits in schizophrenia patients has been replicated and extended by an independent research group. Kawakubo et al. \[[@CR18]\] reported a relationship between functional deficits and MMN in response to a duration change of Japanese speech sounds (*r* = 0.53). Other studies of schizophrenia patients have found that MMN is associated with verbal memory deficits \[[@CR18]\], executive functioning \[[@CR17]\], and degree of social skills acquisition following a 3-month training program \[[@CR21]•\]. Significant associations between MMN and the Global Assessment of Functioning scale scores also have been noted in healthy individuals \[[@CR22]\].

A very recent study by Wynn et al. \[[@CR15]•\] extended the literature by examining correlations among MMN amplitude, daily functioning, and social cognition (social perception and theory of mind) in schizophrenia patients. Examining MMN, social cognition, and four domains of functioning (work, independent living, social networks, and family networks) in schizophrenia patients and healthy controls, Wynn et al. \[[@CR15]•\] first replicated the results of Light and Braff \[[@CR3], [@CR19]\], reporting that schizophrenia patients exhibited reduced MMN activity at frontocentral electrode sites compared with healthy controls and, second, reported that a larger MMN at frontocentral sites correlated with better functioning at work (*rs* = 0.37--0.45), independent living (*rs* = 0.37--0.51) (although not in social or family networks), and with better social perception (*rs* = 0.36--0.50). The results suggest that MMN activity may be more closely tied to some outcome domains (eg, work and independent living) than others.

Employing high-resolution structural magnetic resonance scans to generate group average cerebral cortex and temporal lobe models using cortical pattern matching, Rasser et al. \[[@CR16]\] investigated whether the relationship between reduced MMN and impaired daily functioning is mediated by cortical volume loss in temporal and frontal brain regions in schizophrenia, and whether this relationship varies with the type of auditory deviant that generates the MMN. They reported that MMN amplitude was reduced in schizophrenia patients and correlated with their impairment in day-to-day function as rated on the Social and Occupational Functioning Assessment Scale. In the schizophrenia patients, bilateral gray matter reduction in Heschl's gyrus as well as motor and executive regions of the frontal cortex was correlated with reduced MMN amplitude in response to frequency deviants, while reduced gray matter in right Heschl's gyrus was also correlated with reduced MMN to duration deviants. The results link frontotemporal cerebral gray matter pathology to MMN amplitude and daily functioning in schizophrenia patients.

MMN Transition to P3a {#Sec3}
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The MMN is often followed by the P3a, a frontocentral positivity peaking at about 300 ms from the onset of the deviant stimulus. P3a is assumed to reflect the covert orienting or shift in attention \[[@CR23], [@CR24]\]. Several studies have found P3a amplitude in response to infrequent nontarget or distracter stimuli to be decreased in schizophrenia patients \[[@CR3], [@CR9], [@CR15]•, [@CR16]--[@CR19], [@CR25], [@CR26]\]. Light et al. \[[@CR22]\], employing a duration-deviant MMN/P3a paradigm, reported across frontocentral electrode regions that significant correlations were observed between psychosocial functioning and MMN (*r* = 0.62) and P3a (*r* = 0.63) amplitudes in healthy individuals. P3a amplitude was also associated with immediate and delayed recall of verbal information, with significant correlations widely distributed across frontocentral recording areas (*r* = 0.72). The latency of the P3a response was significantly associated with working memory performance (*r* = 0.53) and functional ratings (*r* = 0.48).

Recent evidence suggests associations between MMN and P3a amplitude deficits, with higher-order cognitive and psychosocial functioning possibly marking the beginning of progressive underlying changes that begin at illness onset. Hermens et al. \[[@CR20]•\] reported that first-episode schizophrenia patients showed significantly reduced MMN and P3a amplitudes at frontal and central sites compared with controls. A decrease in P3a peak amplitude corresponded to poorer ratings on social and occupational functioning (*rs* = 0.49--0.64) and on four neuropsychological measures (*rs* = 0.45--0.54). MMN peak amplitude was significantly correlated with faster processing speed, simple attention (*r* = 0.62), and psychosocial functioning (*r* = 0.50).

Studies conducted in our laboratory and in collaboration with our colleagues Drs. Jahchan, Cadenhead, Braff, and Malaguti using duration-deviant stimuli to elicit the MMN suggest that small MMN reductions may be present early in the course of illness or perhaps even in individuals who are at risk of developing schizophrenia. Clearly, additional studies are necessary to delineate the nature of the MMN abnormality, its prevalence among prodromal and/or first-episode schizophrenia patients, its utility for predicting conversion to psychosis in individuals at genetically high risk of developing the disorder, and the potential associations with clinical and functional measures.

Conclusions and Future Directions {#Sec4}
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Early preattentive sensory processes are responsible for suppressing attention-redundant or irrelevant environmental changes. These sensory processes are presumed to be elicited automatically with little or no effort, engagement, or awareness on the part of the individual \[[@CR4], [@CR27]\]. When novel or salient changes occur in an ongoing auditory stream, a cascade of neural processes preattentively or automatically detects them. Depending on contextual demands, these physiologic processes then facilitate appropriate responses. Top-down processes bias stimulus selection based on criteria including salience or relevance to a goal-directed task. Although they are often viewed as discrete or dichotomous, automatic and controlled processes more likely represent a "spectrum" from automatic/preattentive to controlled/attention-dependent processes \[[@CR4]\].

In this context, the amplitudes of MMN and P3a ERP components demonstrate an intriguing relationship between basic sensory processing and higher-order measures of learning and memory and psychosocial functioning in both healthy individuals \[[@CR22]\] and schizophrenia patients \[[@CR3], [@CR19]\]. It is conceivable that the neural substrates that regulate automatic monitoring and detection of environmental changes trigger a cascade of higher-order processing. This cascade may determine whether environmental cues are salient or trivial and thus in need of further processing, allowing for inattention and suppression of further processing in accord with classic information-processing theories \[[@CR28]\]. Efficiency at such elementary neurophysiologic levels can free up attention-dependent, controlled cognitive resources for the successful encoding, retrieval, and discrimination of task-relevant information, in turn facilitating the responsive processing necessary for adaptive cognitive and social functioning \[[@CR29]\].

Physiologically, the MMN is the first measurable ERP component that differentiates between usual (standard) and unusual (deviant) auditory stimuli \[[@CR8]\]. Cascade models suggest that attention-dependent decision and behavioral responses are governed by preattentional sensory memory processes elicited by the MMN. Tiitinen et al. \[[@CR30]\] reported the latency of the MMN response predicted behavioral response latency and argued that attentive behavioral latency originates from preattentive sensory memory mechanisms (ie, as indexed by the MMN). Changes in processing time of sensory memory linearly transfer to subsequent perceptual, attentive, and motoric processes that are fundamental in determining appropriate behavior. Cascade models suggest that MMN deficits cascade through the orienting or covert shift in attention (indexed by P3a), allocation of attention-dependent processes (indexed by P3b), and the reorienting of attention (indexed by RON).

Using an auditory duration discrimination task, Horvath et al. \[[@CR31]\] reported that the three processes elicited by distracting stimuli represented by the N1, MMN, P3a, and RON do not form a strongly coupled chain. Pairwise dissociations were reported between the ERPs, suggesting each processing stage can be elicited without concurrent elicitation of subsequent processes. This evidence suggests that during active attention paradigms, sensory registration (indexed by N1), automatic change detection (indexed by MMN), the orienting or covert shift in attention (indexed by P3a), and the reorienting of attention (indexed by RON) may independently affect or associate with downstream neurocognitive, clinical, and functional factors. An important next step is to use novel paradigms to comprehensively characterize the profile of automatic sensory/perceptual processes, the succeeding transitions to attention-dependent processes, and their associations with neurocognitive and functional outcome in schizophrenia so as to disentangle the functionally relevant pathologies in neurocognitive processes. Current and future approaches to elucidate the underlying neural architecture of these processes include novel advances in EEG source localization and translational neurochemical modeling in rodents.

Source Localization {#Sec5}
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Source localization is a valuable tool for investigating electrical activity in the brain and offers the next step in understanding the common deficits observed in schizophrenia. It may substantially facilitate our understanding of the dynamic integration of the multiple cortical sources that likely underlie the cortical abnormalities represented by ERP differences. Typically, ERP components are assessed via waveform averaging of EEG responses to a large number of similar sensory stimuli presented during a recording session. This is followed by measurement of features of the single-channel ERP waveforms. This standard approach has proven useful for detecting important deficits in neurocognitive functioning, potential genetic endophenotypes, associations with functional outcome, and the gross scalp projections of electrical activity from the underlying neural architecture. However, standard ERP averaging and interpretation reveals little about the number, type, and spatial distribution of the sources of the relevant brain potentials.

Advances in EEG processing analyses now provide many advantages over traditional ERP averaging, allowing for the decomposition of event-related time frequency dynamics that may not be well-represented in standard response averages \[[@CR32]\]. They also offer the ability to empirically separate the recorded responses into high-resolution dissociable component processes that facilitate identification and spatial resolution of the neural sources of these responses \[[@CR32]--[@CR35]\] while retaining all the temporal resolution of traditionally measured ERP scalp recordings.

The independent component analysis (ICA) approach to dynamic brain imaging is to separate the independent EEG activities in each individual's data, not by direct spatial filtering for activities generated in a set of predefined cortical locations, but rather by using the information content of the data itself to separate portions of the recorded scalp data from each active cortical and artifact source area. This blind source separation approach carries the assumption that over sufficient recording time, the activity time courses of these processes should be nearly independent of each other and thus should contribute independent information to the multidimensional source mixtures recorded at the scalp channels.

The major advantage of the ICA approach is that the scalp potentials projecting from a single EEG source will be grouped together into a single independent component (IC) process consisting of an activity time course and fixed scalp topography, while activities of uncoupled and mainly unrelated EEG sources will be separated from this IC and isolated as summing activity projecting from other ICs. Technically, ICA finds a set of fixed spatial filters that together constitute the most distinct (ie, temporally near-independent) signals available in the input data such that their projections to the scalp channels sum to the original data. Under favorable circumstances, ICA transforms the recorded high-density scalp data into a set of cortical brain and artifactual non--brain source waveforms, thereby discovering the temporally and information distinct signals that are contained in the data before asking directly where these signals are generated. However, the scalp map associated with each IC represents its projection to the scalp free of activities from all other sources, thus highly simplifying source localization estimation for both event-related and ongoing EEG activities.

In addition, statistical analysis of changes in spectral power and phase across single trials time-locked to experimental events can characterize event-related perturbations in the oscillatory dynamics in ongoing EEG signal processes. Applying such measures to the activity time courses of separated independent component sources avoids the confounds caused by cancellation of summing positive and negative potentials from different sources at the recording electrodes, and by misallocating to presumed locations below the recording electrodes activity that originates in various---often distant---cortical sources. In this way, the event-related spectral perturbation measure \[[@CR36]\] may be applied to measure event-locked changes in spectral power, and intertrial phase coherence to measure the appearance and degree of this consistency near experimental events. Thus, the event-related EEG dynamics in single trials summed to form the ERP may be decomposed into constituent more or less phase-locked frequency bands, providing additional information about the relationship between the ERP and the whole EEG data.

Combining ICA preprocessing with time/frequency modeling has several benefits for cognitive neuroimaging and clinical neuroscience. ICA minimizes the influence of volume conduction and thus can be used to identify activities of individual cortical sources of clinically relevant ERP and EEG differences. The oscillatory dynamics can be more physiologically plausible, more tightly linked to behavior, and more amenable to trial-by-trial analysis than conventional ERP measures applied to scalp data \[[@CR37]--[@CR40]\]. The combined ICA time/frequency approach may prove to index brain pathophysiology in schizophrenia and other psychiatric disorders more accurately than conventional measures. An open source toolbox, EEGLAB (Swartz Center for Computational Neuroscience \[University of California, San Diego\]; La Jolla, CA), implementing this analysis approach is freely available (<http://www.sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab> \[[@CR41]\]).

Translational Neurochemical Models {#Sec6}
----------------------------------

Previous work has demonstrated that rodent ERPs share many specific similarities with humans, including mouse analogues of the N100, MMN, and P300 components that share stimulus and pharmacologic response properties with the corresponding human components \[[@CR42], [@CR43]\]. Neurophysiologic rodent ERP data offer unique opportunities to use pharmacologic and genetic endophenotype strategies to treat cognitive deficits in schizophrenia patients. Specifically, deviance-related ERPs have been measured in mice to model deficits in N1 and MMN to deviant tones in schizophrenia \[[@CR42], [@CR44]••\]. Ehrlichman et al. \[[@CR42]\] examined the effects of the *N*-methyl-D-aspartate receptor antagonist ketamine on deviance-related components and reported deviance responses were abolished by ketamine, suggesting that ketamine-induced changes in mice mimic deviance detection deficits in schizophrenia. Ehrlichman et al. \[[@CR44]••\] reported that in Nrg1^+/−^ mice, the MMN in response to novel stimuli was attenuated, with corresponding behavioral deficits in contextual fear conditioning and social interactions.
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